


Ihave been increasingly alarmed at
the apparent “greyness” within the

selling environment. For greyness,
you can also read blandness, or
stereotype, or unoriginal, or if there
were such a word “samey”!

Along with all this greyness,
blandness and "sameyness", I have
noticed something else… Individual
personality has also all but
disappeared, to be replaced by an
almost robotic- like seriousness.

What happened to warmth?
What happened to enthusiasm?
What happened to humor?

I challenge you to find the
vaguest hint of humor amongst the
plethora of blog posts written today,
or the articles re-published
anywhere, or in the whitepapers -
you will not! In fact you could be
forgiven for thinking that you have
seen more life in a soluble aspirin -
why?

Is it because times have been
tough, and actually remain so in
many sectors, and we think it is
inappropriate to enjoy ourselves? Is

it because these days we spend
more time communicating with our
PC than we do with real human
beings, and we have lost the art? Or
is it now considered “uncool” to be
amusing?

Whatever it is, I am deeply
concerned.

In most market sectors, product
uniqueness is now rare - it never
lasted for very long anyway…
International barriers have
disappeared almost overnight and,
thanks to the Internet, buyers have
never been so well informed and
had so many choices.

So in this world that I have just
described, where the playing field
has never been more level, what is
the one distinguishing factor that
sellers can use to differentiate
themselves (and no, it isn’t Sales
2.0 tools or social media)? It is, of
course, our personality, our
personal skills, and our unique
character.

Let's be clear, nobody is going to
buy from you just because they like

you, but given the choice between
two sellers with the same solution,
at the same price, with the same
features/benefits/value, you know
who they will pick every time….!

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit

PS: Do get across to Top Sales
World as often as you can – there
are new resources being added
every day, from the world’s
leading sales experts, and it is all
FREE.
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Idon’t know anyone better suited to
help us close the chasm that

exists between actual selling
behaviors and strategy than Frank
Cespedes. Frank brings the rarest
of combinations: 15 years as a
professor, 12 years leading a
business where he modestly says
“he got lucky”, and then a return to
Harvard Business School. 

In his latest book, Aligning
Strategy and Sales: The Choices,
Systems, and Behaviors That Drive
Effective Sales (Harvard Business
Review Press) he provides a road

map and tools to equip
organizations to align their sales
efforts with their business strategy.
His data indicate why forging this
alignment is the most difficult and
expensive part of implementation
for most firms and the main reason
strategies fail. Frank lays out a
practical and clear path for forming,
articulating, and executing a
successful strategy and
accomplishes something other
books do not: he makes the critical
link between strategy and sales.

Frank recognizes there is

semantic confusion when people
think about strategy. “Strategy
requires clarity about where we do
and don’t play in markets,” he says.
“But many companies confuse
strategy with ‘vision’ or ‘mission’,
which is about why a company
exists and what it adds to society, or
‘goals’ which are the metrics we use
to keep score. Executives then say
things like ‘our strategy is to provide
superior products ... or great service’
and somehow expect a coherent
response in the field.” Conversely,
he emphasizes that “effective
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selling is ultimately an outcome of
these choices, not just the result of
heroic efforts in the field. There’s no
such thing as effective selling if that
selling is not aligned with the
company’s strategy.” 

A business strategy is a set of
choices about direction, the brand,
and how people, money, and time
in an organization get prioritized
and allocated. It helps managers
lay out both the analytical and
behavioral implications of how a
company proposes to deal with the
opportunities and threats inherent
in its market today and tomorrow,
not yesterday. “Clarifying these
elements,” says Frank, “forces
leaders to sharpen their external
market positioning and help specify
the required sales tasks. The good
news is that, when a firm has a
coherent strategy, this can usually
be expressed in under 100 words.”
But Frank also reminds us that
every strategy comes with a “sell
by” date determined by market
changes.

When there is a disconnect
between strategy and the sales
effort, resources are wasted and
vulnerabilities are created. Frank
shows that no matter how clever or
creative or augmented by social
media tools, selling won’t generate
sustained returns unless you close
this gap and, to do that, effective
sales training takes more than
generic selling skills.

Aligning Strategy and Sales is
an exceptional book. It is a how-to
book but much much more.
Supported with compelling research,
it gives a framework for building a
strategy and creating coherent
integration. It demonstrates

application with examples, best
practices, and success stories. The
book goes into the challenges
around developing a strong and
cohesive strategy: the impact of a
doubling of the number of direct
reports to CEOs since the 1980’s,
the increased detachment of
corporate from field realities, sales
force turnover that (across
industries) averages about 25%
annually, the lack of research about
how to link strategy with the nitty-
gritty of field execution, and a
protracted planning process that, in
many firms, makes even a great
strategy irrelevant by the time it
gets to sales executives. 

He provides a framework for the
critical task of linking strategy and
sales in the form of the seller’s
compass. The top line of the
graphic, Business strategy/market
choices and market and customer
characteristics, determine the sales
tasks that must be accomplished
and therefore what salespeople in
that company must be good at to
implement the strategy. “In any
business,” he emphasizes, “value is
created or destroyed in the market
with customers. The market
includes the industry you compete
in, the segments where you choose
to play, and the buying processes at
customers that you sell and service.
A strategy not informed by these
facts is a slogan, not an actionable
strategy.”

Then he tackles the challenge of
aligning selling behaviors with the
required sales tasks and focuses
on three levers available to every
company to accomplish this:

� Salespeople—who they are,

what they know, how an
organization hires and develop the
skills of the sales force “so they can
execute your strategy, not those of
a generic selling methodology or
what they learned at another
company that made different
choices.”
� Sales Force Control Systems—
performance management systems
including ongoing management
practices, how the sales force is
organized and deployed, key
performance indicators to measure
effectiveness, sales compensation,
and incentives. His chapter on
sales compensation may save you
money or redirect how you spend
that money, and also motivate you
to re-think assumptions about
incentives and sales behavior.
� Sales Force Environment—the
wider company context in which
sales initiatives get developed and
executed, how communication
works (or not) across functions,
how managers (not just reps) are
selected and developed, how
salespeople work as a team, and
performance reviews which Frank
believes is “a grossly underutilized
lever for influencing behavior in
most organizations. Busy sales
managers often treat them as drive-
by conversations that are mainly
about compensation, not review
and development. “

Frank defines the actions for
executing these levers and forging
relevant links between big-picture
strategy and specific selling efforts.
The kind of alignment he advocates
is not a quick fix. It takes a
systematic approach. Under his
tutelage it is doable and he makes



The Linda Richardson Interview

the case that it is essential for
profitable growth. 

He also tackles the challenge of
communicating strategy. Surveys
reveal that fewer than 50% of
employees say they understand
their organization’s strategy and,
worse yet, the percentage
decreases among the ranks of
sales and service people. Research
tells us that people today must see
an ad about 11 times before it
registers. Similarly, embedding
strategy in an organization takes
repetition. The message should be
simple and substantive, and it
should clarify:

� The Objective—the priorities
(quantitative and qualitative) that
will motivate behavior and resource
allocations in the firm.
� The Scope—where the company
chooses to play and—equally
important-- not play in its markets.
This is required, he argues, to make
target customer selection and
therefore sales force call patterns
efficient. “If a company does not
choose, then in a competitive
market, one of two other groups will
choose for it: either competitors or,
in voting with their feet, customers.
Neither group necessarily has your
best interests at heart. Conversely,
many sales comp systems, based
on gross volume incentives,
generate a disconnect between
strategy and sales efforts.” 
� The Advantages—what it means
for the customer value proposition
and the capabilities the company
has, or can develop, to deliver that
value in areas where the company
plays.

Surprisingly, despite decades of

attention to planning, there has
been very little research on strategy
execution in the field. As Frank puts
it, “If the gods of strategy even
mention sales—which they rarely
do—it’s typically advice from a
fortune cookie: work as a team or
reorganize. In other words, do good
and avoid evil. Conversely, there is
a vast literature about selling. Much
is anecdotal but much is based on
good common sense and behavioral
research. But most sales advice
treats selling in isolation from
strategy. There’s often a perverse
result: people work harder but not
necessarily smarter.”

Frank’s advice to C-Suite and
sales leaders is threefold: “First, as
always, People. You need
disciplined hiring that’s linked to
your strategy, focused and
customized training, and on-going
attention to broadening sales skills
as markets and sales tasks change.
All serious research about people in
business underscores these
fundamentals and debunks glib
prescriptions about talent
acquisition.” The second item is
Performance Reviews and coaching.
“The most important coaching in
sales happens, or should happen,
in performance reviews. This is a
trainable skill—Linda, your work is
still the best in this area, in my
opinion—and there’s lots of room
for improvement in most sales
forces when it comes to conducting
reviews.” The third area Frank calls
“Perspective: It’s not the

responsibility of the market to be
kind to any company’s strategy or
sales force. It’s the company’s
responsibility to understand the
evolving market and its sales tasks.
And this can’t be done from
headquarters, the branch office, or
only through data analytics.” He
sums it up with a quote from a novel
by John Le Carre: “A desk is a
dangerous place from which to view
the world.’’

When I asked Frank why this
topic, he said: “As a young
professor teaching MBAs at
Harvard, I always hated that
annoying aphorism, ‘Those who
can’t do, teach!’ Then, when I ran a
business, I saw how often strategy
and sales are ships passing in the
night and the consequences are
wasted resources. And people are
often surprised by the data in my
book about the magnitude of the
resources involved. So I also care
about this as a citizen. Companies’
abilities to make better use of their
resources are important for society,
not only shareholders. At least 14
million people work in sales jobs in
the U.S. They work hard, but their
viability and success depend on
these alignment issues as well as
their own smarts and hustle.” As a
former teacher and professor I
share his sentiment. I am grateful
that Professor Cespedes refutes
that aphorism as a master teacher
and capable and generous doer.   �
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Far too many owners skip this
step and go right into interviews.

And when they do, poor hires result.
Here are 6 steps you can take to
prepare for the interviews that will
increase your chances of success
and the success of your new sales
team! 

1. Map the job requirements
First, do you want sellers who are
quick closers? Or those who can
think strategically through month- or
year-long cycles? 

Next, look at the most successful
sellers on your team. Determine
how many calls they make on a
daily basis, or how often they’re able
to sell to existing clients. Do you
need strong cold callers because
leads aren’t being nurtured through
a marketing campaign? Or do you
want sellers who excel at building
relationships with existing clients? 

In addition, consider what you’re
selling. Do you need sales reps with
strong technical skills to demo
software? People with strong
science skills to sell to hospitals? 

2. Don’t forget to look at your
clients. Are they:
� Small business owners? 
� Low-level managers? 
� The highest-level executives in
the largest corporations in the
country? 

There is no right or wrong, but you
must align the behaviors with the
sales cycles of your business. 

3. Seek enthusiasm 
You can't train a positive attitude.
Sure, an excellent sales rep can
learn the product or bump up their

technical skills. But if they’re not
excited and driven to succeed, then
it will negatively affect their
performance as well as drain the
rest of your team. 

4. Determine personal
responsibility
There is no question that all sellers
experience failure in the sales
process. The only question
therefore is does your candidate
own up to that failure, or play the
blame game? 

During your interviews ask
questions such as: 

� Tell me about a time when you
lost a piece of business? 
� When a customer was upset with
you in the past, what did you do? 

The candidate’s answers will be
telling. Be honest, sellers must take
full ownership of the conversion
process from prospect to client. If
they start to blame shipping,
accounting, a team member, or their
manager for any failed sale or
disgruntled customer, it’s an
immediate red flag. For example, I
just listened to a sales leader client
blame a company policy that was
rolled out 5 years ago, and replaced
3 years ago for his current team’s
inability to hit their annual targets.
This manager is now on probation
and his prognosis is not good. Don’t
hire candidates who won’t take
personal responsibility. 

Congratulations! Your business is expanding and you are
ready to start hiring a sales team. Before you start
interviewing, carefully document the required skills and
also the personality traits that will ensure successful
performers.  

Ready. Set. Expand!  What To Do
Before You Start Interviewing 



Michael Nick

5. Test for a strong memory 
I can't stand it when sellers forget
who they spoke to last week or
which clients are in the pipeline. A
strong memory is vital. It doesn’t
have to be photographic, but sales
reps should remember the names of
their prospects and clients ? the
people who are going to generate
revenue for them!

I always end my interviews by
asking the candidate to recap the
interview for me. This does two
things.: 

1. It tests their memory.
2. It shows whether or not they’ve
paid attention. If the candidate can't

even focus on the interview and
remember what you talked about,
imagine how bad that would look in
front of a client!

A client recently fired a seller
who had been employed for only
four weeks. During the interview
process he appeared scattered and
absent but was hired reluctantly
because the manager was
impressed with his “rolodex” in the
market. After the second time this
seller left his laptop at home on a
business trip, the president said to

me, “If he can’t remember simple
business tools, how will he
remember our complex products
and services?”

So the next time your company
is ready to expand, be sure to
review these five steps to help
identify the best skills and
behaviors for the job. Once a full
outline’s in place, you’ll be on your
way to better hires ? and a stronger
sales team!                                         �

Michael Nick is an author and CEO of
ROI4SALES. Find out more by visiting here.
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Dan McDade

Afew weeks ago we began our
five-part series entitled: “Five

Reasons CEOs Should Care About
Leads (and databases, content,
social media, cost per lead and
marketing ROI) and How To Fix
What Is Broken.” So far we’ve
covered Data, Metrics that Matter,
and Calibrating Results. In this
edition we will cover: 

Reason #4: Persistence
As far back as April 2012, the
Harvard Business Review and
insidesales.com published an
infographic showing how many
follow-up calls were required to
effectively follow up on leads vs. the
current state of affairs. Their data
showed that while 90% of leads
could be contacted within just six
attempts, fewer than 20% of reps
made more than three. They found
that with “just a few more call
attempts, sales reps can
experience up to a 70% increase in
contact rates.” Their take-away:
“Most sales reps give up too soon.”
In fact, “Over 30% of leads are
never contacted at all.”

According to SiriusDecisions,
another 20 percent of leads are
ineffectively worked for mostly
subjective reasons (i.e., a sales rep
reports, “I called the prospect three
times. He didn't get back to me, so

he must not have been interested.”)
CEOs who resolve this enjoy as

much as 3x additional return on
marketing and sales investment
(see: Mind the Gap).

For years, B2B Marketing has
reported that increasing the quality
of leads is marketing’s #1 priority
followed closely by increasing the
quantity of leads. I argue here and
in (Why Your Sales Force Needs
Fewer Leads) that sales does not
need more leads. They need fewer,
unfiltered, unqualified leads. Here
is how it can be accomplished:

1. Monitor the quality of leads
being passed to sales. If form fills or
high scoring so-called leads are
being sent to sales without
prequalification, you are not only
wasting your sales reps’ time, you
are also squandering potential
future opportunity that will just be
lost in a black hole. 
2. Monitor the follow-up on leads.
Lack of effective and persistent
follow-up is the #1 reason leads are
wasted by sales. 
3. Nurturing must be in place to
optimize lead generation. Nurturing
is not an event. It’s a continuum

with no start or stop (courtesy of
Ardath Albee—watch for her new
book in January 2015). 

In two weeks we will provide the
5th and final reason why CEO’s
should care about leads: A 100%
Sure Fire Way to Increase
Revenue.                                              �

CEOs Don’t Care About Leads – There
are Five Reasons They Should (Part 4) 
CEOs don’t care about leads. They care about revenue. Consequently, the relationship
between marketing and sales is often nothing short of mayhem. 
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Phil Kreindler

There is an increasing concern
among customers that they are

being sold the wrong solutions and
there is plenty of evidence to back
that up. The best known problems
have been in IT, you will have heard
of multi million dollar failures hitting
Obama care and the Bank of
England among others. But there
are many less well-publicized
failures across all industries and the
public sector.

This raises some important
questions. Firstly, are customers
being ‘sold’ the wrong solutions or
are they insisting on buying the
wrong one? And is it the fault of the
customer or the vendor?

The top 3 ways Customers are
getting it wrong and how you
can help
For a whole series of reasons,
customers are managing the
process of buying a solution in such
a way that they get the wrong result.
The top 3 reasons I see are; not
involving the right internal
stakeholders (especially business
leaders), pre-conceived solutions
and looking for solutions to the
wrong problem.

The problem starts at the top
Going back to IT for a moment, in
his book, Business Leadership for
IT Projects, Gary Lloyd says “The

major cause of IT project failure is
not poor IT leadership or difficult-to-
use technology; it is poor business
leadership.” The truth is that in
many industries, not just IT,
business leaders are not stepping
up to the plate and taking
responsibility for the solutions
purchased – they rely on their
experts.

A striking example of this was the
collapse of the BBC’s Digital Media
Initiative; it cost over £98M and
delivered nothing. The project was
approved in 2008 and millions were
spent with Siemens and Deloitte as

well as internally, but it took until
2013 before the Trust who runs the
BBC realized it was a complete
failure. The BBC’s leaders should
have been involved from the outset.
You need to make sure business
leaders are involved in the Buying
Centre when you are selling to
ensure the organization gets the
right solution.

Let me give you another
example. We work with a client who
provides failsafe computer systems.
They recently sold a solution to a
large European telecoms company.
The Buyer had a clear idea of what
he wanted but didn’t adequately
involve key stakeholders in the
definition of the requirements. Our
client delivered what was agreed
but the project was a failure
because the other stakeholders
refused to adopt the solution.

Now our client always encourages
Buyers to include all the relevant

Why Customers Buy
the Wrong Solution
The project is a disaster – whose fault is it?
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stakeholders in the Buying Centre
before choosing a solution.

The pre-conceived solution
If the customer thinks they already
know the best solution, they won’t
see potentially better alternatives.
We see this happen quite often
when we work with a client who sells
a very competitively priced CRM
system. They will often see an RFP
that has clearly been written to bias
the buying process in favor of a
particular CRM system that the RFP
writer is familiar with. Frequently the
customer organization does not get
to see our client’s solution that could
deliver everything they need at a
lower cost.

The wrong problem
Another real cause of problems is
that customers often ask you to
provide the solution to the wrong
problem. For instance, a client will
contact us saying his team is failing
to close deals so they need training
on Negotiation and Closing. But if
we dig deeper we may find the real
problem is very different. For
example, Sales People are failing to
close deals because they should
never have submitted a proposal in
the first place – the real problem is
at the Qualification stage.

Start by saying no
Forget about the customer always
being right – they’re not. Saying no
to a customer may not sound like
the best way to win new business
but done well it can be a really
positive differentiator.

So what do you say no to?
Things like suggesting a solution
before the needs of all key

stakeholders have been defined or
making a final presentation without
top management or key
stakeholders being present – in fact
anything which could lead to the
customer making the wrong decision.

The key concepts to use if you
think the customer is trying to buy
the wrong solution involve a best
practice Engagement Model,
expanding the Buying Centre, and
using a Business Case.

Introduce your Engagement
Model and expand the Buying
Centre
The best place to start is by
introducing your Engagement Model.
Show that it is effectively a project
plan that will help the customer to
manage the buying process
effectively and move seamlessly
into the implementation phase of the
project. You could use a sample
solution to demonstrate how the
best practice Engagement Model
led to an effective solution that was
better than one the customer initially
envisaged.

A key stage of the model
involves defining all key
stakeholders and their individual
requirements. But what if it still looks
as though they are setting
themselves up to buy an
inappropriate solution? It may be
that the Buying Centre itself is too
limited. Sometimes it’s too narrow;
often it lacks senior management or
key stakeholder involvement. As a
result the customer runs the risk of
choosing a solution based on an
incomplete Needs Analysis. That’s
when you need a Coach who has
the power to make changes in the
evaluation process.

But what else can you use to
persuade a Business Leader to
really think hard about a different
sort of solution?

The Business Case
The people we need to influence
(Business Leaders) will respond
positively to a well-argued Business
Case. Your Coach will see a good
Business Case as a way to improve
their standing in the organization.
And experts like Gary Lloyd are
encouraging influential buyers – your
customers – to make the Business
Case the basic Management Tool
they use in choosing solutions and
managing implementation.

The key to a good Business Case
is the Return on Investment (ROI). It
has to be better than the pre-
conceived solution and it has to be
credible - especially to the CFO.
Credibility depends on you not just
factoring in the purchase price but all
the client resources that will be
involved in implementing and
maintaining the solution over the
lifetime of use. Of course you have to
make some assumptions but as long
as they are realistic and clearly
indicated that won’t detract from
credibility.

A Business Case that won
business for us
Just as important is to put a value on
the benefits of an alternative
solution. Let me describe an
example based on our business.
We were asked to provide Training
to a large Sales Team. We knew
from experience that providing just
training would achieve around 20%
adoption. We had an alternative
solution that we knew was likely to



Phil Kreindler

achieve 80% adoption - but of
course it would cost more. The
training budget was insufficient for
the additional cost so we produced
a Business Case.

Working with the client – based
on data they supplied about the
number of projects closed per year,
project size and the resulting
revenue increase from decreasing
the average discount rate by a
conservative 1% the annual
profitability increase would be in the
region of €470,000. A great deal
more than the increased cost of our
alternative solution!

Our Coach was able to present
this Business Case to the CEO and

CFO (expanding the Buying Centre)
who immediately saw the benefit of
investing a little more in training to
gain much more revenue. And the
Coach won kudos for suggesting
the alternative.

It took a bit of time working with
our Coach to build the Business
Case but because we could draw on
previous Business Cases and Case
Studies it was both easier to do and
carried considerable credibility. The
best way to develop a Business
Case deserves a whole new article.

Ask yourself these questions

� Does doing what the customer
asks me to do result in a good
solution? 
� Could I add value and
differentiate myself by proving an
alternative approach that would be
better? 
� Could I win support for my
solution by using a Business Case
in my pitches?                                    �

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of 
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here.
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Albert should have been in Sales
Operations, because his sign

explains why so many companies,
who make huge investments in
CRM systems like SalesForce.com
and others, can be totally frustrated
with low sales rep adoption rates
and inaccurate forecasting results:
Not everything that can be
counted counts.

Why do so many salespeople
resist the usage of CRM systems?
One reason is that, because of
flawed CRM funnel structure, sales
managers are unable to coach
salespeople effectively. While
managers can monitor activity

levels after-the-fact, flawed funnel
structure inhibits managers’ ability
to coach sales skills, strategy,
knowledge, etc. So your reps don’t
sell more when they put information
into CRM, and they wonder, “Why
am I doing all this extra work?
What’s in it for me?”

To explain flawed funnel
structure, here is a typical funnel
structure built into a CRM tool. The
funnel is based on the steps of that
company’s sales process:

1. New opportunities
2. Qualification
3. Needs analysis

4. Value proposition
5. Proposal
6. Negotiation/close

Notice that these steps describe
what the company expects a sales
rep to do, not what it wants
customers to be doing. When you
track sales this way, an opportunity
can appear to be progressing quite
nicely because the salesperson is
doing everything the funnel
describes. But if the customer slows
down their buying process, or if your
rep makes a mistake, nobody
knows until it’s too late - because
neither the rep nor the manager is

Albert Einstein had a sign on his office wall: “Not everything that counts can be counted,
and not everything that can be counted counts.”

Why Salespeople Don’t Use CRM &
What to Do About It 



Kevin Davis

measuring the success of each step
by tracking buying behavior.

Let’s assume, for example, that
your sales rep has moved swiftly
through their sales process and got
as far as submitting a proposal. But
you have no idea whether the
customer understands their needs
or if they understand the economic
impact if they do nothing. A sales-
process-focused CRM doesn’t tell
you if the customer is comparing
your solution to those of your
competitors or has established the
priority of their buying criteria.

So when CRM indicates that the
rep submitted a proposal, you might
think that deal is almost done. But
the reality could be very different.
And your sales manager has
missed a lot of opportunities to
coach the rep to get better at
helping the customer complete their
actions of buying.

As Albert told us, “not everything
that can be counted counts”. Where
your sales rep is in the sales
process doesn’t count. What does
count is – what is the customer
doing? Where is the buyer is in their
buying process?

When you have this kind of
sales-process-focused disconnect
built into your CRM system,
managers have no option but to use
data like call frequency as a policing
tool. I have not yet met a
salesperson who enjoys getting
interrogated.

How then can a company create
a situation where sales reps are
more motivated to use the CRM
system? The key is to re-align your
funnel – and your company’s sales
process – on the buying process.
This will help you in three ways:

1) Improve forecast accuracy
by forecasting based on
customer-go-forward actions
When the sales funnel is aligned
with the customer’s buying process,
each stage of the funnel identifies
specific actions that customers take
when they are moving forward in
their buying steps. Tracking that a
customer has, say, allocated funds
for a buying decision or has
acknowledged to your rep the
importance of your company’s
differentiators is a lot more
meaningful in terms of evaluating
the status of a deal than knowing
that your rep has completed needs
analysis.

2) Sales increase because your
reps are keeping more
prospects moving forward
Part of defining your customers’
buying process is being able to
identify when they have completed
one step and are moving on to the
next step – that is, identifying “exit
criteria” for each buying step.
Salespeople can then consider the
criteria in CRM to help them answer
the all-important question for sales
call planning: “What specific action
do I want my prospect to take at the
end of this meeting?”

Do you agree with me on the
following point? – Most salespeople
sell too fast, especially during the
early stages of an opportunity.
Concentrating your reps’ attention
on achieving the exit criteria will
help reps slow down each meeting
and help your customers to

complete their buying process more
quickly (for more information on this
topic, read my 2011 book “Slow
Down, Sell Faster!”)

3) Improves sales managers’
visibility in the funnel so reps
receive better coaching
When you’re tracking deals in CRM
based on customer progress (not
just sales rep activities), you will
notice sooner if a deal slows down
or falters. That means you, as a
manager, have a chance to get
involved sooner and coach the rep
how to get the deal back on track.
Voilà! – The rep has now benefitted
from your CRM, and will see much
greater value in keeping their
records up to date.

In short, when you have clearly
defined exit criteria for the buyer in
each stage, you’ll get far more impact
with both your CRM and sales
coaching. Sales forecasts become
more accurate because you’ll know
more about where your customers
are in their buying process; a rep’s
overly-optimistic and subjective
opinion is replaced by far more
objective evidence of buyer behavior.
And coaching discussions with reps
will be more effective, because you’ll
be focused on developing reps’ skills
in moving customers through their
buying process.

To get higher CRM adoption, do
what Albert Einstein would do – start
counting what counts….. buyer
behavior!                                                 �
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Kevin Davis is president of TopLine Leadership.
Find out more by visiting here.
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Jeff Shore 

As a sales leader, you define the
level of sales behavior for your

team. You set the bar; you do the
coaching; you encourage right
action: you establish the standards
of excellence.

The performance levels of your
sales team members are a direct
reflection of your own standards. As
I have often said over the years,
your standards are not what you
desire; they are what you accept. If
you accept lesser performance,
then lesser performance is
acceptable.

The Discomfort of Sales
Leadership
Here is the problem: when it comes
to sales coaching, it is
uncomfortable to address less-than-
perfect presentations. It is easy to
coach to the more egregious sales
behaviors: misrepresenting facts,
not closing, coming on too fast, etc.
In those instances, there is an
obvious problem that demands an
obvious correction, and swooping in
without hesitation is the clear and
relatively easy thing to do.

It is the subtle tweaks that are far
more difficult:

� Word choices
� The just slightly too relaxed body
language
� Verbal tics (“uh” “yeah”)
� The length of a pause before
responding to a customer concern

Often, sales leaders are hesitant to
offer correction when it comes to
these smaller offenses. They think
to themselves, “She’s doing a good
job; I don’t want to destroy her
confidence.” Or, “He is my number
one producer; clearly he knows
what he is doing.”

More often than not, these are
stories sales leaders tell
themselves in order to justify their
decision to not coach to
performance details. Is it possible
that the real issue here is a lack of
confidence on the part of the sales
leader?

Consider a coach on a football
field or the instructor of a virtuoso
violinist. These leaders coach to the
tiniest of details. In fact, there is no
detail too small for them to address!

It is no secret that they aim for
perfection; it is in fact, the expectation.

Think about how absurd (and
unsuccessful) an NFL coach would
be if, upon seeing a failed play, they
thought to themselves: “I know my
quarterback is tipping off the
defensive back with his eyes, but I
hate to damage his confidence so I
will just let that go.” It’s laughable!

Bold Coaching
If you want to increase your
effectiveness as a sales coach, you
must coach with boldness. That
does not mean being brash or
bossy or heavy-handed. It means
dealing with your own coaching
discomfort.

There is always a voice in your
head that says, “This could be
better.” How do you respond to that
voice? How do you react in that
moment of discomfort?

The good news is that you can
train your brain to accept only the
highest levels of performance. You
can decide in advance to coach
boldly to the smallest of details. You
can choose right this second to
drive your team to a higher level of
performance by drilling down into
the fine points of greatness.

You can choose to change their
world!                                                   �
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Being a Bold Sales Leader Means Facing
Your Own Discomfort
I wrote Be Bold and Win the Sale as a resource for front-line
sales professionals. Since it came out, almost a year ago, I
have heard from countless managers about how the book
has helped them be more effective in their coaching
conversations. Apparently, discomfort is a universal
ailment.

Jeff Shore is an in-demand sales expert, author,
speaker and consultant. Visit here.
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The Thanksgiving Holiday in the
United States was passed into law
by President Lincoln in 1863 so
now is as good a time as any to
reflect on our 16th president. I
recently read a couple of books on
Abraham Lincoln—Founder’s Son
by Richard Brookhiser and A.
Lincoln by Ronald White.

Lincoln was one of the most
unlikely people ever to become
president. He had no management
experience, attended no more than
one year of schooling, and
managed his paperwork by stuffing
important papers in his tall hat.

It occurred to me, however, that

Lincoln possessed an
overabundance of qualities that all
great salespeople have: ambition,
empathy and people skills. No
doubt, he would have been an
excellent candidate today for an
entry-level sales position! And
certainly, because of his leadership
skills, he would have moved up into
sales management.

So that begs the question: what
kind of sales manager would Abe
Lincoln be? You be the judge…

Lincoln understood the
importance of listening and deep
thinking.

The concept of selling based on
your buyer’s personality style has
been around for a while, but I’m
often surprised at how many sales
professionals aren’t familiar with it.
Knowing the four basic personality
styles in the model can help you
communicate and build a
relationship with your prospects,
increase your sales volume and
improve your velocity.

1. The Director is to the point,
and focused on the job.
Relationships are not important.
When dealing with a director,
emphasize short-term benefits and
appeal to a need to gain advantage.

Briefly cover main benefits and
isolate dollar-related topics or
verifiable benefits. Recognizing
signs of impatience will help. In
presentations use brief, bottom-line
visuals, ask open-ended questions
designed to make the prospect talk
and allow the director to lead. To
speed up closing, provide
alternatives, handle objections by
taking issue with the facts and not
the person, motivate a director to
close by using objectives, results
and a sense of urgency. Ask for the
order — be dramatic and brief, then
be quiet.

Read More Here�

Read More Here�

This Week’s Top Sales Article
What Kind of Sales Manager Would Abraham
Lincoln Be? by Kevin Davis

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Put a Little Personality into Selling
by Ken Thoreson
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